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LANDLORD TENANr RELATIONS

A. The framework within which landlord and tenant relations are built is

continually changing.
changes.

There is need of a current appraisal of these

Some of the developments which contribute to the need for

such an appraisal are:
(1) The adoption of mechanical power sueh as combines, corn pickers,

hay balers, ensilage cutters, etc.
(2) The increasing importance of soil maintenance, such as liming,

commercial fertilizer, the increasing appreciation of the

i~

portance of maintaining humus, conservation practices, contour
cultivation and strip cropping, aod waterways, etc.
(3) Changing price relationships.

high in relation to other

Labor costs a.re now relatively

co~:~ts.

Interest costs are relatively._

low.
(4) Increasing importance of building and other capital items due
to more livectook and more equipment and the need for labor
saving devices.
(5) The demand for a hatter level of living on farms, as reflected
through better housing, electricity, running water, sewage, eto.
(6) New property rights growing out of group action, such as milk
and tobacco bases, conservation payments.
(7) Changes in type of farming and farming practices.
( 8) Introduction of new enterprises and shifts in the relative importance of the several enterprises.
(9) Changes in the relative bargaining power of landowners and.ten•
ants as a result of supply and demand and financial position.

B~

At any given time there are many factors which contribute to harmonious relations
between the landlord and the tenant.
lease agreement and

so~

Some of these factors are items within the

are external to the lease.

Objectives in the lease to enable and encourage profitable farmingJ
(1) An equitable division of the expenses and receipts,
of this discussion an equitable division of

e~penses

interpreted to mean a division in which the

e~pense

(For the purpose
and receipto

w~s

items are shared

in the same proportion as the receipts).
(2) Provisions

f~

maintaining and improving the farm resources.
I

(3) frovisions for living.
(4) Provisions for a reasonable degree

or

security.

Conditions affecting the leaset
(1) Personal relationship.
(2) Custom and legal framework.
(3) Community attitudes and facilities,
(4) Participation in community affairs.
(5) Alternative opportunities.
(6) Size and quality of farm.

c.

~

Equitable Division - The question of what is an equitable division of capital

contribution, and items of receipts and expenses by landowner and tenant under
the above definition was given consideration by the committee.

The conclusion

was reached that an answer cannot be given to this question item by item. What
will be equitable dependa upon the terms of the agreement as a whole,

In the

past, it has been generally accepted in leasing farms that the owner furnishes
the farm and fixed improvements, while the tenant furnishes the labor
major part of the equipment.

There is a need of appraising the contribution

of the two parties to determine
income provide an equitable

and~

whethe~

~rrangement

the sharing of both the expenses and
between the

part~e~,

One of the important objectives of a farm lease is to provide
an equitable division of the farm income and expenses between the
and tenant.

The rent,

fo~

landlo~d

paid either in cash or a share of the produce•

varies from one area to another and. is largely the outgrowth of

~ustom

which has been i.nfluenced by the productivity of the land and. the tenant's
costs of operating the farm.
the land between regions

Differences in the original productivity of

~been

recognized as indicated by the differ•

enoes in the share of produce or the amount given as rent in different
parts of the midwestern states.
land is rented for

one~fourth

For example, there are large areas where

or one•third or

one·l~lf

of the crop.

4s

the agriculture of an area becomes older, the changes in methods of production, the development of serious problems of soil conservation, changes
in types of farming, and changes il1 teohnologioal de·velopments g.i vo rise
to questions of.adjusting the provisions of the lease to provide for the
more equitable division of expenses and income.
Even though the soil of a community may have been si1mlar when the
land was developed for farm use, differences in the income from
within the same

communi~;

result from the degree of care and

far~

up1~ilding

that has been gi van over the yee.rs ·to the land and improvements on the
land.

Under such conditions custom ls not a safe guide in developing a

lease for a given· farm.

It may, for

e~ample~

cost a. tenant as much to

operate a farm that will not produce more than half as large yields as
another farm in the same community.

These differences in the productive

value of farms in the same comrm.mi ty become more :marked as an agricultural
region becomes older.

A

rn~ggested

procedure for oompu·ting the total con•

tribution of landlord and tenant and the percentage whi¥h each contributes
to the total is presented.

The basic philosophy of this procedure is that

the receipts should be shared in the same proportion as the expE;lnses.

Testing Farm Leases - One method of' determining whether a. particular farm lease is equitable or not is to estimate the total contributions
which both the landlord and the tenant expect to make toward the annual
cost of' operating the farm in question.

If' records of' receipts and ex-

penses are available for the farm for several years these estimates may
be made with considerable accuracy.

Caution must be used in placing

valuations for various items on a comparable basis.

For example, if' con-

servative valuations are used for labor during the war years, equally
conservative values should be placed on land and other capital items.

If'

such records are no·t available for a given farm, data from records of'
similar farms may serve as a basis for estimating the contribution of'
two partieso

t~

Such estimates vlill lack much of.' being accurate, but they

do serve to indicate whether or not a proposed lease is equitable.
Any estimate of' this kind is subject to the judgment of' those who
make the estimates with :respect to a considerable number of i toms.

Under

all forms of leases the landlord furnishes the farm and usually makes all
the fixed improvements.

His majiDr contribution is represented by a fair

interest return on a conservative valuation of the property; hence, judgment must be exercised in estimating both the value of' the property and
the rate of' interest to be expected on that valuation.

Likewise, the

operator of the farm furnishes his own labor and management and the labor
of' members of' his family on which a valuation should be placed.

Such items

may be difficult to estimate although there are 1nany items of farm oper•ting expenses that can be quite accurately estimated for a given farm.
Such estimates also serve to set forth the importance of unusual provisions vrhich rtay be ·written into farm leases.

farm
There are two ways of securing equ~te,bility in_y'share lease.

The

first assumes a fixed division of income between landlord and tenant and
then proceeds to adjust the division of expens83 in order tmt they may
be in the same proportion as the division of income,

The second

invo~ves

a listing o£ a fair evaluation or the contribution of each party and then

or

suggests that income be divided on the basis
of each.

~ach

the relative contribution

method bears the assumption that the landlord and tenant

should share the income or the farm in the same proportion as they contribute to the expenses involved.
A process of evaluating the contributions of the

~andlord

and tenant

for a given farm is illustrated by the balance sheet on the following
page which we.s made 1;1,p in accordance with the terms of a typical o:rop and
livestock share lease.
In the illustration the value of the farm land is given as $4Z,OOO
and the annual contribution of the landlord is estimated'at four percentof the value.

The basis used in

deter~ning

the rate of interest is the

prevailing :rate of interest paid on good farm mortgages.

The house which

is evaluated with the other buildings is a naloh better house tran would
be found on the average farm and represents a definite investment from
the standpoint of the landlord.
frequently be

v~lling

Tenants who are successful farmers will

to pay sometPing additional for an excellent home.

The contribution of the house and other buildings is
cent the same as the land.

value~

at four ver-

The operating ca. pi tal including livestock,

machinery, and feed valued at conservative inventory values is estimated
at five percent because the interest on money
tal usually costs
mortgages,

abo~t

borr~ted

on operating

capi~

one percent more than the rate paid on good farm
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Contributions of Tenant and Landlord for One Year Under a
Livestock Share Lease for a 220-Acre Farm

Value

Percent
interest

Expenses
Total

Tenant

Landlord

Investment items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Land
Buildings
Work animals
Other livestock
Machinery and equipment
Feed for livestock

$42.,000
12,690
300
1,890
3.,734
960

4
4

5

5
5
5

Total interest charges

$1.,680
508

$1.,680
508
1&
96
187
48
$2,534

15
48
187

48

2~

24

$27~

$2,260

Other expenses
7. Management - landlord
Operator's labor and management
9. Unpaid family labor
10. Hired labor
11. Cash cost of board for hired labor
12~ Purchased feed for productive livestock
13. Depreciation on work animals
u. Machinery and equipment depreciation and repairs
15. Building deprecia·tion and repairs
16. Skilled labor (not furnished qy tenant)
17. Fence repairs and depreciation
18~ Machine work hired
18. Livestock expense
20. Seeds and twine
21. Limestone and rock phosphate
22. Co~~ercial fertilizer
? •1
Tractor fuel
24. Insunance on buildings
25. Insurance on livestock
26. Taxes on real estate
27. Taxes on personal property

a.

~o.

T ota 1 expenses

$ 200

$

$

200

1,400
600
300
100
152
20
610
300
lOO
80
100
152
158
200
200
300
60
50
365
60

1,400
600
300
100
76
20
510

40

60
20
365
20

$7,941

$4,069

$3,872

50
90
79
100
300
30

76
100
300
100
80
50
62
79

200
100

In this illustration it is assumed that the owner of the farm employs
a hired manager to look after the farm at a cost of $200 a year which is
a cost of management from the standpoint of the farm ownere

The figure to

be placed upon the operator's labor and management and that of the unpaid
family labor will be difficult to estimate.

The latter might be based on

the estimated cost of the labor whioh would be hired if no family labor
were available.

The operator's own labor in this example has been entered

at $100 a month plus $200 as his contribution to management giving a total
of $1,400.
In this illustration it is recognized that in addition to the wages
estimated for the operator and members of his family, that the family
receives certain produce which is contributed by the farm to their living
and use of the house.

The question might be raised as to whether or not

the value of such produce and house rent should be estimated and added to
the farm income.

If this was done, the value of the labor of the operator

and members of the family would presumably be increased by a like amount.
It makes little difference which of the two methods is followed.
The cost of hired labor and board may be quite

cl~sely

estimatedc

The other items of expense may be secured from records of the farm in
question or estimated from records on similar farms.
In the illustration given above, it is shown that the tenant's contribution is $297 more than the landlord's.

While the valuation 9f some

of the items in the illustration might be changed to balance the contri•
butions of the two parties, it may be assumed for the sake of our illustration tha.t the figures are fairly chosen.

The tenant might be willing

to pay more than 50 percent of some of the items of expense because of
the better house he has for his family to live

in~

On the other hand;

-athe landlord might reason that he gets a better tenant because of the
!

better house and

~ill

get paid for this additional investment by the larger

earnings from the farm.

Taking the latter point of view, it might be

visable to try to balance the contributions of the two parties.

ad~

If, for

example, the landowner had made a payment toward the cost of the tractor
fuel of approximately one-half the cost thus taking away $150 from the
conttibution of the tenant and adding it to the landlord's total, it would
havs practically balanced the contributions of the two parties.
In the foregoing example, on the basis of the estimates made of the
contributions of the two parties, only a minor adjustment in the contributions is required to make a 50-50 division of the income 1 an equitable
arrangement for this farm.

If, on the other hand, the farm used in the

illustration had been less desirable from the standpoint of both land and
buildings, and landowner's contribution might have been estimated at $1JOOO
less in terms of interest on the valuation of the "land" and

11 buildings".

This would have given the total co:ntribution of the tenant as $4 1 019 and
the landowner $2,722 1 or expressed in percentages, as approximately 60
percent and 40 percent.

This indicates that a 3/5 to the tenant and 2/5

to the landlord division of the income would have been more equitable
since a change in the shares of the income would call for only minor
changes in the sharing of contributions.
These illustrations show that this method of analysis may be used for
either of two purposes:

1)_ To adjust the contributions of the two parties

to make a specified sharing of income correspond to the sharing of the contribution or 2) to adjust the sharing of the income to fit the contributions.
It should be made clear tha.t this method of attempting to balance the oontributions of the two parties or changing the sharing of the income is

reall~-

no better than the judgment of the people asked to evaluate all the contributions of the landowner and the tenant.

It is, however, an excellent

means of testing out leases to see whether they give an approximate
equitable adjustment of expenses between the two parties in accordance
with the share they receive of the total farm income.
Some Problems in Dividing Expenses - The cost of purchased lime and
.f'ertili~er

is an item which may be subject to considerable discussion from

the standpoint of how much of the cost should be borne by the landowner
and how much by the tenant.

It might be stated that if a farm is badly

depleted when the tenant moves to it and the farm is renting on a basis
comparable to more productive farms that the landlord might well assume
the responsibility for .the purchase of

11

long-time 11 fertilizer S'l.lCh as

limestone or rock phosphate to bring the farm up to a higher level of

On the

duotion.

oth~r

pr~

hand, if a farm is highly productive when a tenant

moves to it, it may be reasoned that the tenant should contribute his share
toward maintaining its productivity as he is participating in the advantages of a highly productive farm compared with many others in the same
community.

In reqent years on most

far~

the oopservation payment has

been .applied to the cost of limestone, rook phosphate, or other fertilizeriJ;
Normally the cost of quick fertilizers from which the major value is realized in the same year they

~re

applied is shared by the landlord and tenant

in proportion to the sharing of crops.
has been handled in various

ways~

The cost of spreading limestone

sometintes being shared by the landlord

and tenant, while in other instances either of the two parties may bear
the expense•
T~e

oost of;

tr~otor

fuel

ma~

tenant lUldl3r a li"'te~tock 1eahe.

be questioned as

~

charge against a

In a li+v-estock :tease if the farm work

.. 1owas done by horses they would probably be fed from undivided grain.

The

landlord would be contributing half of the cost of feed although the tenant would furnish the horses.

When the work is done almost entirely with

the tractor, it may be reasoned that it is fair for the landlord to rrake
some contribution to offset the saving in the cost of feed for work horses.
Many landmvners do not like to be involved in securing a fair statement
of the cost of fuel.

Some make a contribution of 50 to 100 cents an acre

for cropland to help pay for the cost of tractor and truck·fuel.

The

amount of the contribution should depend somewhat upon the amount of fuel
used on the farm.

On a heavy li vestocl<: producing farm, where power is

used for grinding feed and many other purposes, there may be a justification in the landlord paying a larger sum toward the e ost of fue 1.

In

some instances landlorqs make oonoesQions in other expenses to offset
part or the tenant's power costs.
In the operation of a dairy farm a very large amount of labor ie
required compared with most types of farming.

Because of the labor in•

volved, some dairy farms are rented on a basis of 60 percent and 40 percent respectively to the tenant and the landlord, or in other instances
the landlord may furnish more than half of the dairy herd, or pay part
of the labor expenses, or make some other major contribution to equalize
the contributions of the two parties.
D.

Providin~

for

Mainta.inin~

and

Improvin~;

the Farm Resources on Rented

Farms- The ma.intenanoe·and improvement of our farms is of concern to
all of us.

It is to our interest to have the farm pass from one genera•

ti on to the next in an improved state of cul ti -ra.tion.
In the past it has too often been the praot:ioe to operate the farm
without regard to the :maintenance of the soil and its improvement.

When

-uthe farm was worn out, the operator moved on to virgin land.

The day of

land surplus is past and as we look forvmrd it becomes paramount that we
not only conserve what we now possess but also improve its productivity
for future generations.
Recognizing that farm resources must be maintained or improved in
order to provide for a profitable system of farming, the farm lease must
provide for the care of

~he

property.

If

t~ts

is not done. the reduced

prodvctivity of the farm will lead to unsatisfactory income for both the
tenant and the owner and depreciation in the value of the property.
Most of the
change

~1ership

far~

in the United States are owned

upon death.

occupancy of a tenant.

qy

individuals and

This gives uncertainty as to the length of

lfuny rented farms are owned by estates or indi-

viduals that are more interested ;i.n the current income from the farm than
they are in building up or even maintaining its long-time productive
capa.ci ty.
Tenants in the Unived States are a distinctly mobile class as compared ·with those in countries such as Encland with its older and more
stable agriculture.

As tenants acquire experience and capital it often

becomes economically desirable for them to move to larger and bettor
farms.

Eventually many. of them will leave the tenant class and become

owner operators.

This tends greatly to shorten the period of tenancy

on any one farm.
Tenants should be free to move to better farms or to acquire farms
of their own as their abilities and capital accumulations develop.

In

m.<J.ny cases the landlord may hold these tenants for a longer period by
maldng his farm a better farm and therefore more attractive to them.

This oan be accompHshed by improving the productivity of the land and

-.12 ...

providing better improvements. especially a better honeequipped with
modern

conveniences~

not eliminate it.
recognize

th~

This may lessen the mobility of tenants but does

l~ny

plan for improving landlord tenant relations must

relatively short period of tenancy on any one farm in the

United States as compared with other countries.
The farm owner has rm interest in :maintainlng or improving the farm
as well as in current cash income.

The tenant is interested in

ha~ng

a

farm with the productive capacity and facilities with which to mke a
profit and a satisfactory living.

It is to the

parties that these improvements be

r~de.

long~run

interest of both

Since both will share in the

receipts resulting from such improvements, the

questio~

arises as to hOW

should the costs be shared.
The

ten~nt

who moves to a farm that has been serioucly depleted b,1

past negligence cannot be expected to contribute to the improvement of
the farm to the same degree as the tenant who has been directly
ible for the deterioration

unl~ss

re~ponsl'!'

the terms of the lease are adjusted,

Due to the red,uced productiv1.ty of many farms it is difficult for a tenant
to meet all of his expenses and. make an acceptable li vinr; from a badly
depleted farm, especially if. he attempts to pay the customary rental for
that community-

With the wide variation in the production of farms in

the same community, new standards for renting fa.rrns need to be developed,
which are based upon the produoti v:t t;r of the farms and which assume that
the farm ·will be propel;"J.y opel"ated and maintained.

The tenant who moves

to a farm where the land and improvementa hav.o been well maintained might
well bo expected to contribute more to the

mainten~ce

of the farm than

the tenant who mo'lt"es to e. badly depleted farm assuming that the terms of
the rental

agree~nt

are otherwise the same.
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Two problems are apparent on rented farmB as related to productivity.
One is that of maintaining the present productive capacity, the other that
of improvement over the present level.

The responsibilities and interests

of the owner and the tenant may differ in relation to these tvm problems.
With the development of markets and methods of production, there is
frequent need of adding buildings, fences and other improvements which
are needed for a new or improved system of farming.

For the improvement

of the badly depleted farm and for the maintenance of all farms, leases
need to be developed on a basis that will provide for permanent farmingBasically in maintaining or improving farms there is a difference
betvreen cash renting and share renting.

In the United States over three-

fourths of the rented farms are rented for a share of the crops or a share
of the crops and 1i vestock.

In cash renting the tenant gets all the cur ...

rent benefit from improvements put on the farm except as cash rentals are
increased because of the improvements, or a better tenant is secured.
The landovmer benefits,
the farm.

however~

if the improvements a,dd to the value of

In share renting the current advantage from the improvements

put on the land are in many cases shared by the two parties in proportion
to tho sharing of the income.

This means t:b.a.t improvements contributed

to the farm by the tenant are often shared very directly by the landowner
as far as current income is concerned; the landlord gains the :major advantage from any increase in the value of the property.

other improvements

such as those which result largely in reducing the labor cost of operation
are of advantage largely to the operator.

This raises questions of who

should :rr.a.ke the improvements of different t-;pes.
Financing Maintenance and Improvement Costs - There are three alternativea in the financing of outlay for maintenance and improvements on

rented farms:

(l) by the landlord, (2) by the tenant, and (3) jointly

by both parties,

It would seem equitable that the cost of items that

serve only to maintain the productivity of the farm be shared between
the owner and operator in the same proportion as they share the benefits
o:f' these i terns.

The landlord has a Q.ouble interest in the w.a.intenance

and improvement of the property:

On the o;ne hand it raises ·i:;he value of

his property and on the other hand it should increase his current income
from the farm.
that

question~

An advantage of the landowner making the improvement is
of joint O'Wnership are a"loided.

A problem arising when

the landowner pays for all the improvement costs is whether he will be
adequately compensated out of the increased income or whether it wilJ,
be necessary for him to demand an increase in the cash rent or a modification in the terms of the share arrangement.
may lead to a shift in

tem.m~s.

Sometimes this adjustment

Frequently these improvements result in

lower costs of operation which are an advantage largely to the tenant.
owner
A disadvantage to t~paying the full cost of all improvements is that
it is liable to lead to demands by the tenant for still further improvement sometimes without due regard to their cost.

Or the tenant may not

have the interest and incentive to take care of ·what is added.
Many landlords are not :fully aware of the necessity of making improve.,.
ments since they are not as directly involved in carrying on the operations
of the farm as is the tenant.

Again many landlords dependent upon the

income from the land do not possess the necessary capital to make improvement.

Where the landlord makes all the improvements, it may involve hir-

ing the necessary labor which makes many forms of improvement expensive.
It may even be questionable v'rhether the farm vv":i.ll rent for enough more to
pay for the improvements if they have been made at a high cost.
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Many prbblems also arise when the making of improvements is considered an obligation of the tenant,

In the first place, the tenant fre-

quently lacks the capital with whioh to make improvements.

In the second

place, where the improvements are made by the tenant on a share rented
farm the benefits of these i:itl.p:t' ovements must be s bared with the landowner
unless an adjustment is made in the lease.

Another question which arises

in the 'mind of the operator is whether he wi 11 remain on the farm for a
long enough period to fully realize the benefits.

This latter objection

could in part be overcome by the development of a plan for compensating
the tenant for the unexhausted value of improvements should he leave before they have been fully realized upon.
The third alternative is the common one employed--that of the land•
lord and tenant sharing in the cost of maintenance and new improvements.
This is becoming of increased importance because a stage has been reached
in the agriculture of the midwest where new capital must be put into farm
property to maintain or to increase its productivity.
~mny

of the
income,

improvements are for the mutual advantage of the landowner and

tenant~

especially those improvements that add to the current farm

other improvements may be primarily to the advantage of the ten-

ant, such as the rearrangement of a barn to lessen the tenant's cost of
handling livestock, the erection of a machinery shed to house

the tenant's

machinery, or the installation of electric lights which provide better
living conditions or save labor.
It may 1 however, be to the advantage of both parties to share in
provement costs if this is the most eoonond.cal method of p:roviding the
improvement and the cost can be shared equitably when safeguarded by a
well drawn lease.

i~

In share or share-cash renting there is a greater incenti~e for the
two parties to share in the cost of

imp~oving

the property because they

share in the increased income derived from improvements put on the farm.
The essential point is that the provisions of the lease should provide
for the slmring of the costs of improvements in proportion to the bene•
fits derived.

To be equitable the investment of added capital in the

form of labor or materials for new improvements must take into consideration both the increase in the current income and the increased value of
the farm

property~

E. Provisions :f'oti Better Living - A characteristic of American agriculture
is that the standard of living has improved as agriculture has grown older.
In

general~

the progress in areas of heavy tenancy has not been as rapid

as on farms of owners in the same area.

Part of this lag can be attrib-

uted to the fact that the landowners have frequently moved from the farms
now occupied by tenants and have not kept informed concerning the modern
improvements which farm owners are installing on their awn farms.

Also8

many think in terms of the kinds of conveniences that were on farms when
they were there.

Many owners find need for all the income from the farm

to meet their own living expenses., especially if illness or other misfortunes are experienced.
The best improved farms6 especially with good home
attract the best tenants.

facilities~

usually

Second-rate farms get second-rate tenants,

in turn results in reduced farm earnings for the owner.

wr~ch

The landowner

must be aware of the fact that levels of living are advancing.

This in-

cludes such things as provisions for a good water supply, sanitation,
electricity~

and modern improvements.

This is true on the farm as well

·17-

as in town.

Provisions on the farm for a good standard of living, there•

fore, are not only

desi~able

but they are essential to profitable farming,

good living 6 and good community
Tenants,
improved

themsel~es;

liv~ng

de~elopment.

need to aooept part of the responsibility for

facilities.

Landowners are more willing to help tenants

have better living conditions if tenants show their appreciation for

i~

provements by taking good care of the home and by making minor improvements 1
especially when the landowner is willing to meet the actual cash cost of
such improvements.

Many tenants seem to fail to

app~eciate

that money

spent by the landowner on the house and modern improvements are often for
the direct benefit of the tenant.
F. Security - One of the most frequent excuses given by tenants for not maleimprovements on a farm is the feeling of insecure tenure.

'l'he need is to

improve the feeling of security on the part of tenants.
The oondi ti ons pertaining to security include not only length of
tenure, but also adequate lease provisions for reimbursement for unex•·
hausted improvements when tho tenant :i.s required to quit the farm, and
notification of termination of the lease at least six months in advance
of the end of the lease.
a continuous

lea~e

There is a growing tendancy to give the tenant

unless he is notified of its termination at least six

months in advance.
G, SugF,estod Lines of Research
(1) The equity of various typos of leases,
Compute the expenses and

rcceir~s

of tho land lord and tenant under

various methods of renting and undor varying conditions.
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(2) Flexible rental agreements pertaining to cash rentals.
The methods by which the current cash rental can be adjusted to
the changes in

th~

price of farm products.

(3) The period bf productivity of the various types o£ investment.
This type of data will be necessary in caluulating the unexhausted
value of various investments of capital and labor on the farm.
(4) Hor< best to finance conservation improvements on rented farms.
The diVision of expenses between landowner and tenant for the varioua
types o£ land conservation expense which would be equitable.
(5) Compensation to the tenant for improvements made and to the landowner
for damage done by the tenant.
A study of the various means and methods of compensating the tenant
for improvements made.

The relative merits of making these improve-

ments by the lanqawner or the tenant.
(6) The financial position of owner and tenant as a factor in making or
limiting improvements.
To what extent are the lack of improvements on rented farms due to
the lack of available capital on the part of the landowner.

Is the

landowner or the tenant in a better financial position to make these
improvements.
(7) Financing home improvements on rented farms.
To what extent may the tenant be expected to participate in main•
taining and improving the farm home.

(8) The effect of changing technology and new enterprises on the terms
of farm leases.
When a corn picker, hay baler, milking !lll3;chine, silo or other nev;
methods are adopted on the farm, adjustments may be required in the
farm

leases. to maintain an equitable division of receipts and exper"

(9) The adaptation made by landlords and tenants in available lease for~£.
Most of the Midwest Land Grant Colleges have prepared and have available farm lease forms.

J;t is suggested that studies might well be

made of the changes which have been made in these leases by those
who use them.
(10) Leases which allow for the progressive development of the operator.
How best to provide in the lease for the promising young tens.nt
operator to acquire an increasing equity in the farm operating
capital as he accumulates capital and experience.
(11) Why tenants move o.nd why landlords change tenants.
There is a need for studies as to tlw tenants and landlords
opinions as to tenancy 1 its advantages o.nd d:i.se.dvantages.
(12) The legal aspects of leasing agreements.
There is need for a co.reful consideration of the legal aspects
of leasing agreements.

(lS) llho rcnto.l rrarkot and rental O.etormination.
The ex·tent to which custom, competition and variations in pro.duotivity determine rents.

(14) The effect of new property rights growing out of group action.
Soil conservation payment and tobacco allotments are examples of
nevt property rights..

How should these be sha,red by the tenant 'and

the landowner.

(15) The deliniation of type of tenancy areas.

